
Financial accounts
2011 2nd quarter

Households' net financial assets continued to fall in the
second quarter of 2011
In the second quarter of 2011, households' net financial assets decreased by 3.6 per cent when
compared to the previous quarter. This continued the fall that started in the previous quarter.
The change was caused by increasing borrowing by households and the fall in share prices.
Households’ net financial assets, or the difference between financial assets and liabilities, totalled
EUR 98.6 billion at the end of the second quarter of 2011. These data derive from Statistics
Finland’s financial accounts statistics.

Change from the previous quarter in households' net financial assets

Households’ debts rose to EUR 123.3 billion in the second quarter of 2011. They grew by EUR 2.4 billion
from the previous quarter. At the same time, households’ financial assets went down by EUR 1.3 billion
to EUR 221.9 billion. This was so regardless of the fact that deposits in the household sector were again
growing strongly. Deposits in the sector increased by EUR 1.9 billion, thus reaching EUR 77.6 billion.
The fall in financial assets was due to holding losses of quoted shares, which rose to EUR 2.9 billion along
with fallen share prices.
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The risen level of interest rates and the uncertain situation in the financial market tempted households to
makemore deposits. The growth in households’ deposits was equally strong for cash deposits and fixed-term
deposits. Cash deposits grew by EUR 1.0 billion to EUR 40.8 billion while fixed-term deposits went up
by EUR 0.9 billion to EUR 36.8 billion. Deposits account for 35 per cent of households’ financial assets.

A change connected to housing corporation loans was made to the statistics on quarterly financial accounts.
Now households’ share of housing corporation loans is included in households’ loan debts in the quarterly
statistics as well. The effect of the transfer is significant, since during the second quarter of 2011 households’
loan debts grew by EUR 7.0 billion because of it. Correspondingly, housing corporations’ loan debts fell
by corresponding amounts. The change was made to the entire time series of quarterly financial accounts,
which extends to the last quarter of 1997. The new time series on households' debts is available in the
StatFin database. Because of the transfer, quarterly data from financial accounts are now in this part
congruent with the annual statistics.

As for non-financial corporations’ financial assets, the most significant changes were the EUR 1.9 billion
decrease in cash deposits and the holding losses of EUR 1.4 billion concerning particularly quoted shares
owned by non-financial corporations. Non-financial corporations’ financial assets went down by EUR 5.3
billion to EUR 300.0 billion. However, non-financial corporations’ debts decreased clearly more than
their financial assets. This is almost entirely due to fallen share prices. In the financial accounts, quoted
shares are entered at market value and thus fallen share prices reduce non-financial corporations’ debt.
While other debt items remained more or less unchanged, the fall in share prices was almost entirely
accountable for the decrease of EUR 18.9 billion in non-financial corporations’ financial debts. The
difference between non-financial corporations’ financial assets and liabilities, or net financial assets, thus
improved by EUR 13.7 billion to EUR -208.9 billion.
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Appendix tables

Appendix table 1. Financial liabilities of Non-financial corporations, million EUR

Year/QuarterInstrument

2011/II2011/I2010/IV2010/III2010/II2010/I

508 986527 929522 028509 504493 012506 377Assets and liabilities total

5 3314 7374 2124 8784 7414 493Moneymarket instruments

22 66222 73623 65723 95822 40022 766Bonds

3 0292 9653 7844 5865 5524 873Derivative instruments

163 573163 200160 943165 116164 633159 088Loans

120 902137 915142 269129 776114 300134 925Quoted shares

136 457139 020135 114129 984129 057130 000Unquoted shares and other equities

57 03257 35652 04951 20652 32950 232Other accounts receivable and payable

-208 906-222 589-225 654-212 415-199 777-216 877Net financial assets
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Appendix figures

Appendix figure 1. Households' net acquisition of deposits, quoted
shares and mutual fund shares

Appendix figure 2. Financial assets of households
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